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Abstract

Short-rangemoleculardynamics simulationsof molecularsystems are commonly parallelizedby

replicated-datamethods, where each processorstoresa copy of allatom positions.This enablescom-

putationofbonded 2-,3-, and 4-body forceswithinthe moleculartopologyto be partitionedamong

processorsstraightforwardly.A drawback to such methods isthat the inter-processorcommunication

scales_ N, the number ofatoms,independentof P, the number ofprocessors.Thus, theirparalleleffi-

ciencyfalls off rapidly when large numbers of processors are used. In this paper a new parallel method

called force-decomposition for simulating macromolecular or small-molecule systems is presented. Its

memory and communication costs scale as N/v/'P, allowing larger problems to be run faster on greater

numbers of processors. Like replicated-data techniques, and in contrast to spatial-decomposition ap-

proaches, the new method can be simply load-balanced and performs well even for irregular simulation

geometries. The implementation of the algorithm in a prototypical macromolecular simulation code

ParBond is also discussed. On a 1024-processor Intel Paragon, ParBond runs a standard benchmark

simulation of solvated myoglobin with a parallel efficiency of 61% and at 40 times the speed of a vectorized

version of CHARMM running on a single Cray Y-MP processor.

This work has been submitted to a journal for publication. Please contact the author for the latest version of the paper.
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1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a widely-used computational tool for simulating liquids and solids at an atom-

istic level [1]. Macromolecular systems such as polymers, proteins, and DNA are particularly interesting t_

study with MD because the conformational shape of the molecules often determines their functional and

catalytic properties. Such systems are also cornputationally challenging to simulate because (1) in the ab-

sence of crystal periodicity large numbers of atoms must often be included in the model, and (2) interesting

events such as molecular diffusion or conformational changes typically occur on long timescales relative to

the femtosecond-scale timesteps of the MD model.

MD simulations are natural candidates for implementation on parallel computers because the forces

on each atom or molecule can be computed independently [12, 22, 28]. In this paper, we focus on MD

simulations of molecular systems which require computation of bonded forces within the topology of the

simulated molecules in addition to the standard non-bonded van der Waals and Coulombic forces. To achieve

good parallel performance these bonded computations must be distributed evenly across the processors in

conjunction with parallelization of the non-bonded pairwise computations. We also limit our scope to

short-range MD models where the non-bonded forces are truncated, so that each atom interacts only with

other atoms within a specified cutoff distance. Examples of widely-used commercial and research codes in

this category include CHARMM, GROMOS, AMBER, and DISCOVER. The computation in these models

scales linearly with N, the number of atoms, since each atom interacts with a roughly constant number

of neighbors. While more accurate, MD models with long-range forces are more expensive to compute

with, even if hierarchical methods [3] or multipole approximations [14] are used. They also require different

strategies to efficiently parallelize.

The most commonly used technique for parallelizing short-range MD simulations of molecular systems

is known as the replicated-data (RD) method [28]. Numerous parallel algorithms and simulations have been

developed based on this approach [7, 9, 10, 15, 18, 20, 26, 29]. Typically, each processor stores a copy of

all the atom positions in the simulation. It uses this vector of information to compute non-bonded forces
l

for the subset of atoms assigned to it. The bonded force computation can be simply parallelized in this

scheme, since each processor can compute the force between any group of bonded atoms. The drawback to

the RD method is that its memory and communication cost scale as N independent of P, the number of

processors used. Thus, on large numbers of processors communication costs dominate, and the algorithm

becomes inefficient.

A competing parallel method is known as geometric- or spatial-decomposition (SD) [12, 22]. In this

approach, the simulation domain is broken into P pieces, one per processor. Each processor computes forces

on only the atoms in its sub-domain. In the large N limit, the technique scales optimally as N/P, since

each processor need only acquire information from processors who own neighboring sub-domains. However,

SD algorithms have not been widely used for molecular simulation due to their complexity (particularly for

bonded force computation) and the difficulty of achieving good load-balance across processors for irregularly-



shaped or dynamically--changing domains. To our knowledge there have been only two general purpose

molecular sinmlation codes for short--range forces that have been parallelized using a 3 d SI) approach

[8, 111.

We have developed a new parallel algorithm, called force-decomposit_oT, (FI)), which is particularly

appropriate for simulations of systems of large or small molecules. Though nearly as simple to implement

as the RD technique, it reduces the communication cost and memory requirements I_ya factor of _-). This

allows many more processors to be used efficiently in a given simulation. Although the new algorithm's

scaling is not. the optimal N/P of the SD methods, it is similar to RD in that it is geometry independent

and thus n-inch simpler to load-balance effectively than SD methods. In Section 7 we show that the FI)

method offers faster parallel performance than RD techniques and argue that it will often be the fa_stest of

the three parallel methods (RD, FD, SD) for many kinds of molecular simulations of moderate size (up to

hundreds of thousands of atoms).

In earlier work we described FD techniques for sin-relations with pairwise Lennard Jones [22] and embedded ....

atom method (metals) [23]potentials. The addition of many-body bonded forces is an important compli-

cation requiring special treatment; our previous efforts in this direction are briefly discussed in references

[17, 24]. In this paper we detail an enhanced version of the FD method with reduced communication cost

(motivated by an algorithm for parallel matrix-vector multiplication discussed in reference [19]). We also

provide, for the first time, a full description of how to parallelize the computation of bonded forces within

the context of the FD method.

In the next section we outline the computations performed in MD simulations of molecular systems.

The following Sections 3 and 4 briefly describe RD and SD methods, to) put the new algorithm in context.

The FD method is detailed in Sections 5 and 6. We have implemented both RD and FD algorithms in a

macromolecular MD code called ParBond. We use it to compare the performance of the two approaches in

Section 7 for benchrnark simulations of myoglobin and liquid-crystal systems.

2 MD Simulations of Molecules

In MD simulations of molecular systems two kinds of interactions contribute to the total energy of the

ensemble of atoms -- non-bonded and bonded. These energies are expressed as simple empirical relations

[6]; the desired physics or chemistry is simulated by specifying appropriate coefficients. The energy E,_b due

to non-bonded interactions is typically written as

r r
z j i j

where the first term is Coulombic interactions and the second is van der Waals, r is the distance between

atoms i and j, and all subscripted quantities are user-specified constants. In short---range simulations, the

summations over i and j are evaluated at each timestep so as to only include atom pairs within a cutoff



distance ,'¢, such that r < re. The bonded energy Eb for the system in the harmonic approximation call be

written as

bonds angles dihedrals impropers

where the first term is 2-body energy, the second is 3-body energy, and the last two are 4-body interactions

for torsional dihedral and improper dihedral energies within the topology of the molecules. Tile distance r

and angles 0 and 0 are computed for each interaction as a function of the atomic positions; the subscripted

quantities are constants. In contrast to the non-bonded energy, the summations ill this equation are explicitly

enumerated by the user to setup the simulation, i.e. the connectivities of the molecules are fixed. In the MD

simulation, derivatives of equations 1 and 2 yield force equations for each atom which are integrated over

time to generate the motion of the ensemble of atoms.

3 Replicated-Data Algorithm

The first of the two basic methods that have been used to parallelize the computation of equations 1 and

2 is replicaled-data (RD) or atom-decomposition algorithms. Each processor is assigned a subset of N/P

atoms and updates their positions and velocities for the duration of the simulation, regardless of where they

move in the physical domain. In this setting, the computational work involved in evaluating equation 1 can

be represented by the N × N force matrix F. The (ij) element of F represents the non-bonded force on

atom i due to atom j. Note that F is sparse due to short-range forces. To take advantage of Newton's 3rd

law, we also set Fij = 0 when i > j and i + j is even, and likewise set F_j = 0 when i < j and i + j is

odd. This zeroing of half the matrix elements can also be accomplished by striping F in various ways [27].

Conceptually, F is now colored like a checkerboard with red squares above the diagonal set to zero and black

squares below the diagonal also set to zero. We also define z and f as vectors of length N which store the

position and total force on each atom. For a 3-d simulation, x i would store the three coordinates of atom i.

With these definitions, RD algorithms assign each processor a sub-block of F which consists of N/P

rows of the matrix, as shown in Figure 1. If z indexes the processors from 0 to P - 1, then processor Pz

computes non-bonded forces in the Fz sub-block of rows. It also is assigned the corresponding sub-vectors

of length N/P denoted by Zz and L.

The computation of the non-bonded force Fij requires only the two atom positions zi and xj. But to

compute all the forces in Fz, processor Pz will need the positions of many atoms owned by other processors.

In Figure 1 this is represented by having the horizontal vector x at the top of the figure span all the columns

of F. This implies each processor must store a copy of all atom positions. Likewise, as forces are computed,

each processor will sum the results into a full-length copy of f. To keep its copy of x current, at every

timestep each processor must receive updated atom positions from all the other processors, an operation
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Figure 1: The division of the force matriz among 8 processors in a replicated-da_'t algorithm. Processor 2 is

assigned N/P rows of the matviz and the corresponding z2 piece of the position vector. In addition, it must

know the entire position vector z (shown spanning the columns) to compute the non-bonded forces in F2.

called all-to-all communication. Various algorithms have been developed for performing this operation

efficiently on different parallel machines and architectures [4, 13, 31]. We use an idea outlined in Fox, et. al.

[13] that is simple, portable, and works well on a variety of machines. We describe it briefly because it is

the chief communication component of both the RD and FD algorithms.

Following Fox's nomenclature, we term the all-to-all communication procedure an expand operation.

Each processor allocates memory of length N to store the entire z vector. At the beginning of the expand,

processor Pz has z_, an updated piece of z of length N/P. Each processor needs to acquire all the other

processor's pieces, storing them in the correct places in its copy of z. Figure 2a illustrates the steps that

accomplish this for an 8-processor example. The processors are mapped consecutively to the sub-pieces

'" of the vector. In the first communication step, each wocessor partners with an adjacent processor in the

vector and they exchange sub-pieces. Processor 2 partners and exchanges with 3. Now, every processor has

a contiguous piece of z that is of length 2N/P. In the second step, each processor partners with a processor

two positions away and exchanges its new piece (2 receives the shaded sub-vectors from 0). Each processor

now has a 4N/P-length piece of z. In the last step, each processor exchanges its N/2-1ength piece of z with

a processor P/2 positions away (2 exchanges with 6); the entire vector now resides on each processor.

A communication operation that is essentially the inverse of the expand will also prove useful in both

the RD and FD algorithms. Assume each processor has stored new force values throughout its copy of the

force vector f. Processor Pz needs to know only the NIP values in fz, where each of the values is summed
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Figure 2: Expand and fold operations amon 9 8 processors, each of which requires 3 steps. (a) In the e_:pand,

processor _ receives successively longer shaded sub-vectors from processors 3, O, and 6. (b) In the fold,

processor 2 receives successively shorter shaded sub-vectors from processors 6, O, and 3.

across all P processors. This is known as a fold operation [13] and is outlined in Figure 2b. In the first!

step each processor exchanges half the vector with a processor it partners with that is P/2 positions away.

Note that each processor receives the half that it is a member of and sends the half it is not a member of

(processor 2 receives the shaded first half of the vector from 6). Each processor sums the received values

with its corresponding retained sub-vector. This operation is recursed, halving the length of the exchanged

data at each step.

Costs for a communication algorithm are typically quantified by the number of messages and the total

volume of data sent and received. On both these accounts the expand and fold of Figure 2 are optimal;

each processor performs log2(P ) sends/receives and exchanges N - NIP data values. Each processor also

performs N - N/P additions in the fold. A drawback is that the algorithms require O(N) storage on every

processor. Alternative methods for performing Ml-to-all communication require less storage at the cost of

more sends and receives. This is usually not a good trade-off for MD simulations because, as we shall see,

quite large problems can be run with the many Mbytes of local memory available on current-generation

processors.

It is worth noting that if a processor need only know the summed.forces on its NIP atoms, as is typical

in MD simulations, performing the fold of Figure 2b is considerably more efficient than summing copies of

the entire force vector f across all P processors as is done in the RD algorithms proposed in [10, 18, 20, 29].

A global sum operation requires the entire length-N vector be sent and received at every exchange step so

that it typically scales as N log2(P ). Thus on 256 processors a global sum is 8 times more expensive than a

fold.



We now present a RD algorithm which uses expand and fold operations. It is outlined in Figure 3 with

the dominating term in the computation or communication cost of each step listed on the right. We assume

at the beginning of the timestep that each processor knows the current positions of all N atoms, i.e. each

has an updated copy of the entire x vector. In step (1) of the algorithm, the non-bonded forces in matrix

sub-block F_ are computed. This is typically done using neighbor lists to tag the interactions that are likely

to be non-zero at a given timestep. In the parallel algorithm each processor would construct lists for its sub-

block F_ once every few timesteps. The lists can be constructed so as to exclude non-bonded interactions

between atoms that already interact via bonded forces if desired. As each pairwise r,on-bonded interaction

between atoms i and j is computed, the force components are summed twice into the processor's local copy

of f, once in location i and once (negated) in location j, so that Fz is never actually stored as a matrix.

Step (1) scales as N/P, the number of non-zero non-bonded interactions computed by each processor. In

step (2) the bonded forces in equation 2 are computed. This can be done by spreading the loops implicit

in the summations of equation 2 evenly across the processors. Since each processor knows the positions of

all atoms, it can cc,mpute any of the terms in equation 2, and sum the resulting forces into its local copy of

f. This step also scales as N/P, since there are a small number of bonded interactions per atom. In step

(3), the forces are summed across all processors using the fold operation of Figure 2b. As discussed above,

this operation scales as N, the volume of data in the force vector f. At the completion of the step, each

processor knows the total force fz for each of its N/P atoms. This is used to update their positions and

velocities in step (4). Finally, in step (5) the updated atom positions in xz are shared among all P processors

in preparation for the next timestep via the expand operation of Figure 2a. This communication step also

scales as N.

(1) Compute non-bonded forces in F_,

doubly summing results into local copy of f N7r

(2) Compute 1/P fraction of bonded forces,

summing results into local copy of f

(3) Fold f across all processors, result is f_ N

(4) Update atom po.,_itions in x _ using f_ N7r

(5) Expand x_ among all processors, result is x N

Figure 3: Single timestep of the replicated-data algorithm for processor P_.

In the RD algorithm, each processor will have an equal amoun_ Jf work if each Fz block has roughly the

same number of non-zero elements. This will be the case if the atom density is uniform across the simulation

domain. Non-uniform densities can arise, for example, if there are free surfaces so that some atoms border

on vacuum, or phase changes are occurring within a liquid or solid. This is only a problem for load-balance
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if the N atoms are ordered in a geometric sense as is typically the case. Then, for example, a group of N/P

atoms near a surface will have fewer neighbors than groups in the interior. This can be overcome by randomly

permuting the atom ordering at the beginning of the simulation, which is equivalent to permuting rows and

columns of F. This insures that every Fz will have roughly the same number of non--zeros and also has the

advantage that the load-balance will likely persist as atoms move about during the simulation. Note that

this load-balancing technique is a static method; the permutation is only done once, as a pre-processing

step, before beginning the simulation. A dynamic method for preserving load-balance in RD algorithms

has been proposed by Young and Brooks [32]. They adjust the size of the sub-blocks in Figurt_ 1 as the

simulation progresses. Individual processors can thus lose or gain atoms to insure continual load-balance.

Step (4) of the replicated-data algorithm can be augmented [10, 30] to perform a bond-constraint update

such as SHAKE [25] or RATTLE [2]. Typically this is done to fix fast-vibrational bonds or angles in the

model so that larger timesteps can be taken. Satisfying the constraints requires extra computation for

each subset of atoms that are coupled by constraints (e.g. all 3 atoms in a water molecule whose bond

lengths are fixed). Assuming there are a large number of non-overlapping subsets, this computation can

be straightforwardly parallelized over subsets if we insure all atoms in a particular subset are assigned to

one processor. This can be done in the pre-processing phase as part of the randomization procedure. If

the number of atoms in a subset of M constrained bonds is larger than N/P so that it will not "fit" on a

processor, extra communication is required to satisfy the constraitlts. But this is not the common case, even

in serial codes, since it requires inversion of a matrix of order 3M.

The RD algorithm we have outlined divides the MD force computation and integration evenly across

the processors. However, the algorithm requires global communication, as each processor must acquire

information held by all the other processors. This communication scales as N, independent of P, so it

limits the number of processors that can be used effectively. The chief advantage of the algorithm is that of

simplicity. Steps (1), (2), and (4) can be implemented by simply modifying the loops and data structures in

a serial or vector code to treat N/P atoms instead of N. The fold and expand communication operations

(3) and (5) can be treated as black-box routines and inserted at the proper locations in the code. Few other

changes are typically necessary to parallelize an existing code.

4 Spatial-Decomposition Algorithm

The second parallel method for computing equations 1 and 2 exploits the locality of the short-range forces

by assigning to each of the P processors a small region of the simulation domain, call it Dz, where again z

indexes the processors from 0 to P - 1. This is a geometric- or spatial-decomposition (SD) of the workload;

an algorithm of this form is outlined in Figure 4. Each processor will update the positions x z of only the

atoms in its sub-domain. To do this it will need to know not only x z but also positions y_ of atoms owned

by processors whose sub-domains are within a cutoff distance rc of its sub-domain. Similarly, as it computes

forces f_ on its atoms, it will compute components of forces g_ on the nearby atoms (Newton's 3rd law).
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With these definitions, step,; (1) and (2) of the algorithm are the computation of non-bonded and bonded

forces for interactions involving the processor's atoms. These steps scale as the number of atoms NIP in

each processor's sub-domain. In step (3) the g_ forces computed on neighboring atoms are communicated to

processors owning neighboring sub-domains. The received forces are summed with the previously computed

]_ to create the total force on a processor's atoms. The scaling of this step depends on the length of the

force cutoff relative to the sub-domain size. We list it as A and discuss it further below. Step (4) updates

the positions of the processor's atoms. In step (5) these positions are communicated to processors owning

neighboring sub-domains so that all processors can update their yz list of nearby atoms. Finally, periodically

(usually when neighbor lists are created), _toms which have left a processor's sub-domain must be moved

to the appropriate new processor.

(1) Compute non-bonded forces in D_,

summing results into f_ and g_

(2) Compute bonded forces in Dz,

summing results into f_ and gz

(3) Share gz with neighboring processors,

summing received forces into my fz A

(4) Update atom positions in x using fz Nz 7_

(5) Share zz with neighboring processors,

using received positions to update yz A

(6) Move atoms to new processors as necessary A

Figure 4: Single timestep of the spatial-decomposition algorithm for processor P2.

The above description ignores many details of an effective SD algorithm [22], but shows the algorithm's

overall scaling is the optimal N/P, so long as the communication costs A can be minimized. In the limit

of large N/P ratios, A scales as the surface-to-volume ratio (N/P)(2/3) of each processor's sub-domain.

If each processor's sub-domain is roughly equal in size to the force cutoff distance, then A scales as N/P

and each processor receives N/P atom positions from each of its neighboring 26 processors (in 3-d). In

practice, however, there are several obstacles to minimizing A and achieving high parallel efficiencies in MD

simulations of molecular systems.

(A) Molecular systems are often simulated in a vacuum or with surrounding solvent that does not uni-

formly fill a 3-d box. In this case it is non-trivial to divide the simulation domain so that every processor

has an equal number of atoms in it. Load-imbalance is the result.

(B) Because of the 1/r dependence of Coulombic energies in equation 1, long cutoffs are often used in

simulations of organic materials. Thus a processor's sub-domain may be much smaller than the cutoff. The

9



result is considerable extra communication in steps (3) and (5) to acquire needed atom positions and forces,

i.e. A no longer scales as N/P, but as the cube of the cutoff distance re.

(C) As atoms move to new processors in step (6), molecular connectivity information must be exchanged

and updated between processors. The extra coding to manipulate the appropriate data structures and

optimize the comnmnication performance of the data exchange subtracts from the parallel efficiency of the

algorithm.

For these reasons there have been relatively few implementations of SD algorithms for MD simulations

of molecular systems. We discuss two such efforts [8, 11] further in Section 7.

_ e, • O5 Force-Decomposltl n Algorithm
J

We now present the new force-decomposition (FD) algorithm. Its communication cost lies in between that

of the RD and SD approaches. The FD method partitions the force matrix F by blocks rather than by

rows as in Section 3. Block-decompositions of matrices are common in linear algebra algorithms for parallel

machines [5, 16, 19] which sparked our interest in the idea for short-range MD simulations. The assignment

of sub-blocks of the force matrix to processors with a calendar ordering of the processors is _epicted in Figure

5. We assume for ease of exposition that P is an even power of 2, though it is straightforward _.oirlplement

the algorithm on any number of processors which can be logically mapped to a square or l_c_.a_gular grid.

As before, we let z index the processors from 0 to P - 1; processor Pz owns and will update the N/P atoms

stored in the sub-vector xz.

The block-decomposition in Figure 5 is actually of a permuted force matrix F I which is formed by

rearranging the columns of the original checkerboarded F in a particular way. If we order the xz pieces in

row-order (across the rows of the matrix), they form the usual position vector x which is shown as a vertical

bar at the left of the figure. Were we to have x span the columns as in Figure 1, we would form the force

matrix as before. Instead, we span the columns with a permuted position vector x', shown as a horizontal

bar at the top of Figure 5, in which the zz pieces are stored in column-order (down the columns of the

matrix). Thus, in the 16-processor example shown in the figure, x stores each processor's piece in the usual

order (0, 1,2,3,4, ..., 14, 15) while z' stores them as (0,4,8, 12, 1,5,9, 13,2,6, 10, 14,3,7, 11, 15). Now the (ij)

element of F' is the force on atom i in vector x due to atom j in permuted vector a:_.

The f'z sub-block owned by each processor Pz is of size (N/v_) × (N/x/_). To compute the non-

bonded forces in F'_, processor Pz must know one N/v_-length piece of each of the a:and x_ vectors, which

we denote as x_ and z'_. As these elements are computed they will be accumulated into corresponding

force sub-vectors/a and jr,. The Greek subscripts a and/_ each run from 0 to v/P- 1 and reference the

row and column position occupied by processor Pz. Thus for processor 6 in the figure, z_ consists of the x

sub-vectors (4, 5, 6, 7) and x' z consists of the x t sub-vectors (2, 6, 10, 14).

The FD algorithm is outlined in Figure 6. As before, each processor has updated copies of the needed

atom positions xa and z'O at the beginning of the timestep. In step (1), the non-bonded forces in matrix

10
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Figure 5: The division of the permuted force matriz F _ among 16 processors in the force-decomposition

algorithm. Processor P6 is assigned a sub-block F'6 of size N/v/-P by N/x/'P. To compute the non-bonded

forces in FI s it must know the corresponding N/v/P-length pieces xa and x_a of the position vector z and

permuted position vector z_.

sub-block Ftz are computed. As before, neighbor lists can be used to tag the O(N/P) non-zero interactions

in F_z. As each force is computed, the result is summed into the appropriate locations of both f_ and

f_a to account for Newton's 3rd law. In step (2) each processor computes an N/P fraction of the bonded

interactions. Since each processor knows only a subset of atom positions, this must be done differently than

in the RD algorithm. We describe this computation in the next section. In step (3), the force on each

processor's atoms is acquired. The total force on atom i is the sum of elements in row i of the force matrix

minus the sum of elements in column it, where iI is the permuted position of column i. Step (3a) performs a

fold within each row of processors to sum the first of these contributions. Although the fold algorithm used

is the same as in Section 3, there is a key difference. In this case the vector fc, being folded is only of length

N/v/-P and only the v/-fi processors in or'e row are participating in the fold. Thus this operation scales as

N/_/ff instead of N as in the replicated-data algorithm. Similarly, in step (3b), a fold is done within each

column of F _. The two contributions to the total force are joined in step (3c). In step (4), fz is used to

update the N/P atom positions in xz. Steps (Sa-5b) share these updated positions with all the processors

that will need them for the next timestep. These are the processors which share a row or column with P_.

First, in (5a), the processors in row a perform an expand of their zz sub-vectors so that each acquires the

entire z_. As with the fold, this operation scales as the N/v/ff length of x_ instead of as N as it did in the

RD algorithm. Similarly, in step (5b), the processors in each column/_ perform an expand of their x_. As a
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result they all acquire x'a and are ready to begin the next timestep.

il) Compute non-bonded forces in F'z,

storing results in f_ and f' g

(2) Compute 1/P fraction of bonded forces,
N

storing results in f_ and f'_ -p-
N

(3a) Fold f'_ within column 8, result is f'_

(3b) Fold fa within row _, result is f_ N

(3c) Subtract. f'_ from fz, result is total f_ g7r

(4) Update atom positions in x _ using f_ Iv/r
N

(5a) Expand xz within row c_, result is z_

(5b) Expand x_ within column 8, result is x'_ _p

Figure 6: Single timestep of the force-decomposition algorithm for processor Pz.

In the FD method, processors will have equal work to do only if all the matrix blocks F'_ are uniformly

sparse. If the atoms are ordered geometrically this will not be the case even for problems with uniform

density. This is because such an ordering creates a force matrix "¢¢ithdiagonal bands of non-zero elements.

As in the RD case, a random permutation of the atom ordering produces the desired effect. Only now

the permutation should be done as a pre-processing step for all problems, even those with uniform atom

densities.

The key feature of the FD method is that the communication operations in steps (3) and (5) now scale

as N/v/"fi rather than as N as was the case with the RD algorithm. Likewise, memory costs for position and

force vectors are reduced by the same v/-ff factor. When run on large numbers of processors this significantly

reduces the time spent in communication. It is important to note that the communication cost of the

algorithm is independent of the force cutoff distance, unlike SD methods, whose communication cost grows

as the cube (volume) of the cutoff. The FD method also retains the simplicity of the RD technique; it can

be implemented using the same expand and fold communication routines.

6 Bonded Forces

We now return to step (2) of the FD algorithm of the preceding section - computation of bonded forces in

the MD model. Because each processor only stores two N/v/P-length portions of the atom positions, we

must insure some processor knows the 2, 3, or 4 atom positions required to compute every one of bonded

interactions listed in equation 2. Similar to the randomization process for load-balancing purposes, this can

be accomplished as a pre-processing step by a proper ordering of the atoms. We wish to assign atoms to
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processors in such a way that all bonded interactions can be computed, while preserving load-balance.

We define a cluster of atoms as a collection of one or more atoms. They are not necessarily connected

within the topology of a molecule. We also define a group of processors as all the processors in one row of

the force matrix F _ of Figure 6. Thus there are v/-P processors in each of x/'P groups. Our pre-processing

algorithm proceeds in three stages, each of which is computationally simple and can be performed quickly

on a workstation, even for very large MD simulations.

(Stage 1) Create clusters.

(Stage 2) Assign clusters to groups.

(Stage 3) Assign atoms to processors within each group.

The first stage is begun by assigning each atom to its own cluster. We then process the lis_ of 4-body

interactions in a random order. We demand that each set of 4 interacting atoms be in no more than 2

clusters. If this is not the case we merge the two smallest clusters to form a new single cluster. This is done

twice if the 4 atoms were initially in 4 different clusters. When all 4-body interactions have been processed,

the list of 3-body interactions is treated similarly. For each set of 3 atoms, clusters are merged as needed to

satisfy the constraint. The goal of this stage is to maximize the total number of clusters, with each cluster

being of minimal size. Typically clusters will grow no larger than a dozen or two atoms, and there will be

many small 1 or 2 atom clusters, particularly if small solvent molecules are included in the model.

The second stage of the algorithm is begun by sorting the clusters by size. Beginning with the largest,

the clusters are then assigned one by one to whichever group of processors currently has the least number

of total atoms. The goal of this stage is to assign equal numbers of atoms to each group; this is simple in

practice since there are typically an order-of-magnitude or more clusters than groups.

In the final stage, the atoms in each group are assigned to individual processors within the group. This

is done randomly so that atoms within a cluster end up spread across the v/-fi processors of the group and

so that each processor ends up with roughly the same number of total atoms. The only exception to this

rule is as follows. First, the list of 4-body interactions is scanned in a random order once more. If two of

the 4 atoms are in one group and two in another, then both the atoms in one of the sets are assigned to the

same (random) processor within their group.

If SHAKE or RATTLE is being used, these stages can be modified to treat small subsets of coupled

atoms as one unit. Similar to the discussion in Section 3, this insures all the atoms in a particular subset

are assigned to one processor so that computation of the constraint can be parallelized over subsets.

When the stages are completed, each processor will have nearly equal numbers of atoms assigned to it.

The randomness used in the stages also insures each processor will have roughly equal numbers of non-

bonded forces to compute. Moreover we have guaranteed every bonded computation will be computable by

one or more processors. This is automatic for the 2-body interactions, since some processor will own atom i

in its x_ and atom j in its z'_. For 3-body interactions, at least two of the 3 atoms will be in a particular x_,
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since they were assigned to the same cluster. Some processor which knows that x_ will own the third atom

in its x'/3. A similar argument holds for the 4-body interactions. The purpose of the final-stage restriction

on two of the 4 atoms being assigned co the same processor (not just the same group) was to in._ure both

atoms will be in the same zlo.

Once atoms are assigned to processors, the final pre-processing step is to create lists of bonded interactions

that will be computed by each processor in the MD simulation. When all the 2, 3, or 4 atoms of an interaction

are in one za (or z'_), any processor in that row (or column) of F I can compute the interaction. These can

be assigned so as to tune the overall load-balance of the bonded computations.

7 Results

We have implemented both RD and FD algorithms in a parallel MD code we have written called ParBond.

It is similar in concept (though not in scope) to the widely--used commercial and academic macromolecular

codes CHARMM, AMBER, GROMOS, and DISCOVER. In fact, ParBond was designed to be CHARMM-

compatible in the sense that it uses the same force equations as CHARMM [6]. Since the RD and FD

methods both use the same communication primitives, ParBond simply has a switch that partitions the

force matrix either by rows or sub-blocks as in Figures 1 and 5.

Brooks et. al. [7] have done extensive benchmarking with CHARMM on a variety of machines with a large

prototypical protein simulation. A 2534-atom myoglobin molecule (with an adsorbed CO) is surrounded by

a shell of solvent water molecules for a total of 14,026 atoms. The resulting ensemble is roughly spherical

in shape. The benchmark is a 1000-timestep simulation performed at a temperature of 300 o K with a non-

bonded force cutoff of 12.0/_. Neighbor lists are created every 25 timesteps with a 14.0 fit cutoff; a total of

6.7 million atom pairs are stored in the neighbor lists. Timing results for the benchmark simulation run on

different numbers of processors are shown in Figure 7.

All of the solid symbols in the figure are timings due to Brooks et. al. [7]. The single processor Cray

Y-MP timing of 3.64 secs/timestep is for a version of CHARMM they have optimized for vector processing.

They have also developed a parallel version of CHARMM [7] using a RD algorithm similar to that discussed

in Section 3. Timings with that version on an Intel iPSC/860 and the Intel Delta at CalTech are shown in

the figure, as are timings for ParBond using the RD algorithm of Section 3, running on the Intel Paragon at

Sandia. Taking into account that the i860XP floating point processors in the Paragon are about 30% faster

than the i860XR chips in the iPSC/860 and Delta and that inter-processor communication is significantly

faster on the Paragon, the two sets of RD timings are quite similar. Both curves show a marked roll-off in

parallel efficiency above 64-128 processors due to the poor scaling of the all-to-all communication steps.

The timing results for ParBond using the FD algorithm are shown as circles in the figure. The performance

falls off less rapidly as processors are added; it is running 1.3 times faster than its RD counterpart on 256

processors (0.265 secs/timestep vs. 0.347) and 2.1 times faster on 1024-processors (0.0913 secs/timestep

vs. 0.189). The 1024-processor timing is about 40 times faster than the single Y-MP processor timing.
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Figure 7" CPU timings (seconds/timestep) for the replicated-data and force-decomposition algorithms on

different numbers of processors for a 14026-atom myoglobin benchmark. Timings for the solid symbols are

from reference [7].

The dotted line in the figure represents perfect speed-up or 100% parallel efficiency for the ParBond code.

The benchmark requires too much memory to run on a single processor so we estimated the ParBond

one-processor timing by summing the 64-processor computation times for bonded and non-bonded forces

and neighbor list construction only, not communication or load-imbalance times. (The one-processor Intel

iPSC/860 timing for CHARMM is also an estimate [7].) The FD algorithm still has a relatively high parallel

efficiency in ParBond of 61% on 1024 processors, as compared to 30% for the RD timing.

We have compared the performance of the new FD algorithm to the results in reference [7], not only

because Brooks et. al. have provided a standardized benchmark, but because their timings exhibit the

best scaling of any RD implementation we have seen in the literature (62% parallel efficiency on 128 [ntel

iPSC/860 processors). These include a parallelization of CHARMM for a 32-processor Intel iPSC/860 [20],

of a CHARMM-Iike code with long-range forces for a 24-processor transputer machine [15], of AMBER

for a 128-processor nCUBE [10] and 512-processor Fujitsu AP1000 [26], of GROMOS for a 64-processor
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nCUBE and 128-processor Intel iPSC/860 [9], and of general molecular simulation codes for a 64-processor

Intel iPSC/860 [29] and IBM workstation cluster [18]. All of these efforts show reduced parallel efficiencies

as more processors are used due to the scaling problems inherent in the RD approach. Depending on the

parallel machine and its communication characteristics the reported efficiencies fall as low as 10-15% on

a few dozens to hundreds of processors and in some cases the overall speed-up is even reduced as more

processors are added. The implementation of Sato et. al. [26] is a notable exception with parallel efficiencies

of 32 and 44% on 512 processors for their two benchmark calculations.

A comparison of ParBond performance across parallel machines for the RD and FD algorithms is shown

in Table I. These are timing results simulations of a 3x3x3 array of 250-atom liquid-crystal molecules

(6750 total atoms) done in collaboration with Wright Patterson AFB researchers to study atomistic effects

on macroscopic structure in thin film geometries [21]. The cutoffs for forces and neighbor lists used in this

model were 8.0 and 10.0 ]_. The performance was tested on three parallel machines: a 1024-processor nCUBE

2 and Intel Paragon at Sandia and a 512-processor Cray T3D at Cray Research. As in the previous figure,

the difference in total run time (2nd number in each entry) between the two algorithms grows larger as the

number of processors increases for all three machines. The listed communication times (1st number in each

entry) are the key reason for the difference in performance.

, ,, ._- II II II III

nCUBE 2 lntel Paragon Cray T3D
P

RD FD RD FD RD FD

64 21.8/62.7 5.04/48.5 3.05/12.1 .884/9.51 2.11/8.55 .745/7.28
....

128 22.0/43.8 4.04/27.5 3.16/8.30 .754/5.52 2.16/5.60 .667/4.19
, ,,

256 22.2/34. I 2.89/15.6 3.55/6.96 .681/3.32 2.22/4.19 .586/2.60

512 22.2/29.2 2.35/9.67 3.68/6.13 .623/2.24 2.38/3.75 .547/2.13

1024 22.3/26.8 1.76/6.41 ''_ 3.96/5.98 .651/1.78 ......

Table I: ParBond CPU timings (seconds per 100 timesteps) for replicated-data (RD) and force-decomposition

(FD) algorithms on varying numbers of processors (P) on three parallel machines for a 6750-atom liquid-

crystal simulation. The .first number in each entry is for communication," the second is total time.

It is worth re-emphasizing that the performance of both the RD and FD algorithms scale linearly with

N, the number of atoms. Thus the FD advantage of 1.3-3.3x on 256-1024 Paragon processors in Figure 7

and Table I will hold for similar simulations of any sized system. Because of the lower memory requirements

for the FD algorithm we can model systems with as many as 2 million atoms in the ParBond liquid-crystal

simulations (8.0 /_ cutoff) discussed above on 1024 processors of the Paragon (16 Mybtes/processor). By

contrast, the largest liquid-crystal system we can model on that many processors with the RD option in
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ParBond is about, 125,000 atoms. Similarly, Brooks et. al. report, their 14026 atom myoglobin benchnLark

(12.0/k cutoff) is nearly as large a simulation ms they can perform using a RD technique on the 512 -proc_'ssor

Intel Delta (about 12 usable Mbytes/processor) with parallel CHARMM [7].

Finally, while we have not. written a spatial-decomposition code suitable for molecular systems, we

contrast the performance of all three parallel algorithms in an atomic MD simulation. In this benchnlark

(described fully in reference [22]), individual atoms interact via only a Lennard Jones potential, analogous to

the non-bonded component of a molecular sinmlation. Figure 8 shows the timing results for simulations of a

3--d box containing 10976 atoms in a liquid state (reduced density p" = 0.8442) on the nCIJBE 2 at Sandia.

For a force cutoff of 2.5o. (55 neighbors/atom), the SD algorithm is faster than the other two for more than 32

processors. However, for a force cutoff of 5.0o" (440 neighbors/atom) more typical of the longer-range cutoffs

used in molecular systems with Coulombic effects, the FD algorithm is the fastest choice on any number of

processors. This is because its communication costs are independent of the cutoff length, whereas the SD

algorithm must perform more communication to acquire more distant atom positions as the cutoff length

is increased. The performance of the SD approach would be further reduced if atoms were not uniformly

distributed within a simple 3-d box as in this benchmark.

The only spatial-decomposition implementations of general-purpose molecular simulations of which we

are aware are discussed in references [11] and [8]. Esselink and Hilbers developed their model for a 400-

processor T800 Transputer machine. They partition a uniform box in 2-d columns with the 3rd dimension

owned wholly on processor. For a 1400-particle benchmark system with cutoffs that encompassed 200 neigh-

bors/atom they achieve a 50% parallel efficiency on 400 processors [11]. Clark et. al. propose a more robust

3-d SD strategy in their recently developed EulerGFLOMOS code [8] which outperforms their earlier parallel

replicated-data implementation of GROMOS [9] for 128 or more processors of the Intel Delta at CalTech.

By recursively halving the global domain across subsets of processors, each processor in EulerGROMOS

ends up with a rectangular-shaped sub-domain of variable size which may not align with its neighbors. This

allows irregular-shaped domains to be partitioned across processors in a load-balanced fashion at the cost

of extra communication overhead. They report a parallel efficiency of roughly 10% on 512 processors of the

Delta for a 10914-atom benchmark computation of solvated myoglobin with a 10.0 /_ cutoff in a uniformly

filled 3-d box and have simulated systems with up to 131,663 atoms [8].

8 Conclusions

We have proposed a new strategy, force-decomposition, for parallelizing short-range MD simulations and il-

lustrated its effectiveness on several parallel supercomputers. Like replicated-data and spatial-decomposition

algorithms, the FD method's computational cost scales optimally as N/P. Its communication and memory

costs scale as N/V"-P, in between the N scaling of RD and N/P scaling of SD.

The new FD algorithm is a particularly good choice for simulations of either macromolecular or small-

molecule systems where long force cutoffs, computation of bonded forces, and irregular simulation geometries
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Figure 8: CPU timings (seconds/timestep) for replicated-data, force-, and spatial-decomposition algorithms

for a 10976-atom Lennard Jones benchmark on different numbers of nCUBE e processors. The solid symbols

are for a 2.5o"cutoff; the open symbols are for a 5.0o" cutoff.

can degrade the parallel efficiency of SD techniques. Like RD techniques, the FD method is geometry--

independent, so that even irregular or dynamically-changing problems are automatically load-balanced.

The key advantage of the FD method over RD is its communication scaling which enables larger numbers

of processors to be used more effectively to simulate a given problem. While SD algorithms are clearly

the method-of-choice for truly large MD simulations due to their optimal NIP scaling, the relatively high

parallel efficiencies and overall simplicity of the FD approach make it a fast choice for the kinds of simulations

currently being performed on massively parallel computers.
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